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Executive Summary 
The SELIS Project aims to deliver an intelligent cloud-based shared information space, named SELIS Community 
Node (SCN), for the European Logistics Sector. Part of the SELIS offering is a set of five (5) Decision Support 
Systems (DSS) applications driven from the European Green Logistics Strategies (EGLSs) business functions (D2.2) 
and the Living Labs requirements. These applications were specified in T5.1 and implemented in T5.2.  

Task T5.3 developed a Model-Driven Development toolset to facilitate the accelerated application development 
and integration of these DSS applications. To accomplish that, the toolset was based on an existing web-based 
low-code1 platform that provided the main functions such as model storage, model designers and model 
transformation mechanisms. This base platform was customized to the needs of SELIS to form the final version 
of the SELIS toolset. This was accomplished with the following actions: 

§ Extensions were made to the base low-code language, 

§ new UI components and corresponding semantics were added, 

§ a new SELIS DSS Application Template was implemented,  

§ a new SELIS-specific Implementation Strategy (model transformation mechanism) was developed that 
generates applications compatible with the SELIS architecture. 

 

The Model Driven Engineering (MDE) nature of said toolset is inherently aligned with the need to convert the 
EGLS strategies and the DSS designs to actual applications. It supports the full lifecycle of accelerated application 
development, integration and deployment. Moreover, it facilitates the adoption of the SELIS community nodes, 
as well as the on boarding of new participants, thanks to its effortless integration with external systems and, 
more importantly, highly reusable models released as open source.  

Deliverable D5.6 is the refined version of D5.5, portraying the final release of the tools and services for 
accelerated application development, integration and deployment within SELIS, involving namely (a) an 
Application Program Interface (API) constructor (b) a User Interface (UI) constructor with Dashboard mash-ups,  
preconfigured components, enabled Data connectors and Dynamic User displays, (c) Workflows based services, 
composition tools and engine, (d) a Short User Manual (quick starter guide) with Use Cases and Demonstrators, 
etc., with respect to what is described in ST5.3.3, ST5.3.4, and ST5.3.5 of the DoW. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                             
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low-code_development_platform  
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Disclaimer 

The content of the publication herein is the sole responsibility of the publishers and it does not necessarily 
represent the views expressed by the European Commission or its services. 

While the information contained in the documents is believed to be accurate, the authors(s) or any other 
participant in the SELIS consortium make no warranty of any kind with regard to this material including, but not 
limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. 

Neither the SELIS Consortium nor any of its members, their officers, employees or agents shall be responsible or 
liable in negligence or otherwise howsoever in respect of any inaccuracy or omission herein. 

Without derogating from the generality of the foregoing neither the SELIS Consortium nor any of its members, 
their officers, employees or agents shall be liable for any direct or indirect or consequential loss or damage 
caused by or arising from any information advice or inaccuracy or omission herein. 

 

Copyright message 

© SELIS Consortium, 2016-2019. This deliverable contains original unpublished work except where clearly 
indicated otherwise. Acknowledgement of previously published material and of the work of others has been 
made through appropriate citation, quotation or both. Reproduction is authorised provided the source is 
acknowledged. 
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1 Introduction 
The deliverable at hand (D5.6) is the refined version of D5.5, portraying the final release of the tools and services 
for accelerated application development, integration and deployment within SELIS, involving namely: (a) an API 
constructor, (b) a UI constructor with Dashboard mash-ups preconfigured components as well as enabled Data 
connectors and Dynamic User displays, (c) Workflows based services composition tools and engine, (d) a Short 
User Manual (quick starter guide) with Use Cases, Demonstrators, with respect to what is described in ST5.3.3, 
ST5.3.4, and ST5.3.5 of the DoW. 

More analytically, the subtasks in scope are: 

§ ST5.3.3 API Generation: API management/ Services and Semantics for Integration, information 
exchanges, and process collaboration. API management tools will facilitate the use of different 
approaches. RESTful approaches, especially JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)-based ones, like Hydra2 
APIs, are semi-automatically generated by the Model Definitions. 

§ ST5.3.4 Visual Analytics, UI and Dashboard Generation: Design the user related presentation items. 
Integrate available open source analytics graphics libraries for Analytics related graphs for User 
Dashboards. Provide connectors to data and information as these are captured by the Knowledge Graphs 
and the Big Data information repositories. Provide support for user input and interaction to allow 
dynamic User Displays, and dashboard interactions. Use Open Source libraries to create and support 
graphics (e.g. Python or R libraries). 

§ ST5.3.5 Workflow and Supply Chain (SC) Services Composition Engine: The workflow composition engine 
lets the creation, test and deployment of business processes and workflows across organisations in an 
efficient manner. Components and services developed within SELIS are easily pluggable and used to 
support extended functionalities. The engine provides simple ways to integrate and compose business 
processes provided by other systems in a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) manner, e.g. using Web 
Services Description Language (WSDL) to enable services provision and consumption. 

D5.6 is the final deliverable of T5.3, and includes refinements, amendments and developments that have been 
performed throughout the final stages of the SELIS project, under WP5 as a total. 

 

1.1 Addressing the SELIS Description of Action 
A comprehensive set of tools for accelerated User Oriented developments, to assist Decision Support with 
dynamic Dashboards using a model driven architecture. Support transformations and mappings of Supply Chain 
information and the semi-automatic creation of APIs for integration purposes. Release 1 involves (a) Domain 
Models Constructor (b) Data Mapper and Transformer. Use Cases taken from Living Labs. 

 

Table 1 Deliverable’s adherence to SELIS objectives and Work Plan 

SELIS GA requirements 
Section(s) of present 

deliverable addressing 
SELIS GA 

Description 

T5.3 Support Tools and Services for 
accelerated application development, 
integration and deployment. 

Section 2 

An updated introduction for the 
overall specifications and 
technical approach to the 
support tools and services of 
SELIS. The sections below also 

                                                             
2 https://www.hydra-cg.com  
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act as a user manual towards 
these tools and services. 

ST5.3.3 API Generation: API management / 
Services and Semantics for Integration, 
information exchanges, and process 
collaboration. 

Section 3.1 
An overview describing the API 
Generation tools and services of 
SELIS. 

ST5.3.4 Visual Analytics, UI and Dashboard 
Generation: Design the user related 
presentation items. Integrate available open 
source analytics graphics libraries for 
Analytics related graphs for User 
Dashboards. 

Section 3.2 

An overview describing the 
Visual Analytics, UI and 
Dashboard Generation tools and 
services of SELIS, allowing the 
user to create User Interfaces 
with UI/UX features. 

ST5.3.5 Workflow and SC Services 
Composition Engine: The workflow 
composition engine lets the creation, test 
and deployment of business processes and 
workflows across organizations in an 
efficient manner. 

Section 3.3 
An overview describing the 
Workflow and SC Services 
Composition Engine of SELIS. 

 

1.2 Summary 
This deliverable (D5.6) constitutes the refined and final version of SELIS toolset. This final part presents and 
analyses the SELIS solution development tools that are created to support the development of applications and 
dashboards, to be used by the Living Labs of the project. The feedback collected during the Living Labs Use Cases 
definition (WP7), together with further input from other WPs of the project, have been utilised for the further 
tuning and improvement of the toolset, which now constitutes the final version, described in this final deliverable 
at hand, due in Month 35. More specifically, this deliverable focuses on describing the API Generation (with 
respect to ST5.3.3), Visual Analytics, UI and Dashboard Generation (with respect to ST5.3.4), and the Workflow 
and SC Services Composition Engine (with respect to ST 5.3.5). 

The SELIS toolset has been aligned with the SELIS architecture (as developed and evolved within WP4) which has 
been used for the development of supply chain application services and data adapters. The SELIS toolset has 
adopted a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach that enables the adoption of domain-specific design 
semantics towards developing the target applications. Moreover, the toolset has expedited the sharing of 
information and the connectivity of the different stakeholders to the SELIS Community Node (SCN) with the 
provision of API Management and Data transformation modules. It is, therefore, facilitating the fast adoption to 
the SCN with minimum effort and cost. 

The SELIS toolset has been formulated to address not only the development of new applications but also the 
integration of Living Labs existing applications in the SELIS Community Node with a unique implementation 
strategy. The SELIS toolset has also addressed integration with a holistic approach which supports data 
transformation for heterogeneous systems and data workflows to get data from various back-office systems. 

 

1.3 Document outline 
D5.6 structures as follows: 

§ Section 2 provides an update of the design considerations towards the overall design of the SELIS toolset 
while setting the foundations and the SELIS requirements according to DoW specifications. 
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§ Section 3 provides an overview describing the Final Version of the SELIS Toolset. In Section 3 the API 
Generation tools and services of SELIS are presented, followed by the Visual Analytics, UI and Dashboard 
Generation tools and services. The section concludes with the presentation of the Workflow and SC 
Services Composition Engine of SELIS. 

§ Section 4 focuses on presenting the Extensions and Customization made to the Base Platform used as 
the foundation of the SELIS toolset 

§ Section 5 provides a short User Manual (quick starter guide) demonstrating the accelerated application 
development within SELIS 

§ Section 6 provides some concluding remarks and summarized findings, with respect to the support tools 
and services of SELIS. 
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2 SELIS Toolset Architecture 
This section discusses the approach taken towards a full featured toolset. It justifies the decision to build on an 
existing Model Driven platform and describes the architecture and the extensions that were implemented to 
accommodate the particular needs of SELIS DSS applications. 

 

2.1 Approach towards the SELIS Toolset 
The SELIS toolset was built on CLMS’ existing Model-Driven platform: zAppDev®3. zAppDev® possesses the 
optimum set of tools and services that target towards the accelerated application development, integration and 
deployment of SELIS applications and meets two basic conditions: 

§ It already covers as much ground as possible, having the largest number of out-of-the-box tools, services 
and capabilities 

§ It is highly extensible, configurable and parametrizable, allowing the developer to further tailor it to the 
unique SELIS’ demands when the latter are not directly met by the out-of-the-box solution 

zAppDev® is a web-based, Model-Driven environment, completely created by CLMS, based on a patent pending 
approach, that allows Developers of any technology and proficiency level to easily create, edit and reuse models 
of software artefacts (such as user interface models, API models, workflows, data-mappers, data-transformation 
engines and more). In other words, zAppDev® is a web-based Software Development Ecosystem that allows 
Rapid Application Development (RAD) through high level Model Design, limiting the development process to 3 
simple steps, namely: (a) Model, (b) Build, (c) Run. 

Naturally, however, being created as a RAD Suite by CLMS, zAppDev® was designed to provide an end-user with 
all the tools to create high-performance web Applications; this means that although it did cover most of the 
much needed ground in terms of required tools, services and capabilities, it lacked some more specific 
functionalities required for the SELIS project. Fortunately, meeting the second condition placed during the 
search for the optimal MDE Environment, zAppDev® allowed to be extended to facilitate any tool, service and 
module that T5.3 demanded and not included in the out-of-the-box solution. The sub-section that follows 
focuses on the architecture of the SELIS Toolset, based on zAppDev® and adopting a faithful approach to the 
MDE philosophy, whereas the next two sections cover the out-of-the-box models used as well as the extensions, 
additions and inclusions that had to be made for (and with) zAppDev® targeting towards a full-featured SELIS 
Toolset. 

 

2.2 Architecture 
As introduced briefly in D5.5, the SELIS solution development toolset adopts a faithful approach to MDE 
philosophy. All development activities are model-driven and all artefacts are directly generated from meta-
models without the need for manual intervention, based on the targeted technology stack (Figure 1). 
Moreover, as all models and meta-models in SELIS solutions are understandable and editable by developers, 
there is no need for, so-called, round-trip engineering where modifications to the code must be reflected on 
the code generating the models. 

                                                             
3 http://www.zAppDev.com  
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Figure 1 MDE approach in SELIS toolset solution semantics transformation into software artefacts. 

Figure 1 presents a holistic engineering philosophy for designing and building infrastructural components and 
modern software systems which are platform independent. The development toolset produces business-
driven IT systems based on an agile methodology. The produced applications are easily maintained and can 
constantly be aligned with cutting edge technology trends. This web-based SELIS toolset was used to develop 
applications using modeling techniques, allowing the end user to work on a higher level of abstraction than 
traditional development. 

Changes in the design and technology can be incorporated fast, through an automation engine, using model 
compiler templates. This can facilitate IT and business teams’ collaboration; applications could be tested 
immediately after each build. In this way, business users are able to test their application from day one and 
throughout the design and development life cycle. This engineering platform embeds modeling, synchronous 
and asynchronous communication tools, knowledge management and information connectivity within the 
design and development of software, improving process, understanding and visibility, which enables reasoning 
about changes. 
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3 SELIS Toolset – Final Version  
3.1 API Generation 
This section describes in further detail the SELIS tools and services related to API Management/ Services and 
Semantics for Integration, information exchanges and process collaboration. API management tools will facilitate 
the use of different approaches. RESTful approaches, especially JSON-based ones, like. Hydra. APIs are semi-
automatically generated by the Model Definitions. 

SELIS is a model-driven platform and, therefore, all the elements associated with the platform are model-based 
by design. Similarly, the Services are also considered as separate models that SELIS transforms into one final 
Application. Each Model has its own visual Editor that guides the developer to successfully create a powerful 
Application. The API Generation engine comprises of two main API editors, the Exposed API editor and the 
External API editor. 

3.1.1 Exposed API Editor 

The Exposed Services section, as its name implies, allows the users to define and expose functionalities of their 
application through a RESTful architecture style. Creating such components enables the user’s application to 
interact with external systems and become a part of a larger structure.  

Any Exposed API Model can be created from a Template as an Empty Exposed API or a CRUD Exposed API. CRUD 
Exposed APIs are created pre-configured with all the default Create, Read, Update and Delete Operations, the 
necessary code that implements them, as well as pre-defined settings with regards to the Business Object 
selected while creating them. The two most important items that are available to the user with regards to any 
Exposed API are the Operations and the Data Contracts:  

§ Operations: In the Operations layout the users can manage the REST API endpoints. They can define the 
URL paths, operations, parameters, security and caching mechanisms concerning their services. 

§ Data Contracts: The Data Contracts layout helps the user configure the data structures that will be used 
in these services. They can choose (from the existing structures) which properties will be exposed in the 
service's response. 

 

 
Figure 2 Exposed Services Workspace 
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3.1.1.1 Operations 

The following basic Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) methods are available for the RESTful exposed service. 
(a) Delete, (b) Put, (c) Post and (d) Get. The selected method can be configured accordingly by setting several 
properties and implementing the code it executes. 

The service configuration and implementation is segmented in 4 categories and each one has its own 
configuration set: Configuration, Implementation, Caching & Logging and Security. Each configuration set is 
explained in detail below using a service example that implements a REST API for requesting product information. 

 
Figure 3 HTTP Method Configuration 

Configuration 

Below are the most basic properties of a REST API. The following options are available: 

Table 2 REST API Properties 

Property Description 

Name The name of the current operation 

Verb The type of the HTTP request that this operation is accepting. Its initial value 
is set to the type chosen upon creation 

Path The endpoint of the service 

Notes Helpful notes for the developer maintaining the service 

Request Sample Notes Developer notes for the API's request parameters 

Response Sample Notes Developer notes regarding the API's response 
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Implementation 

Using a high-level language named Mamba4 the Business Logic of the service can be designed and written; the 
users can add parameters and edit the function return type in the signature according to their needs. The return 
type affects the Data Contracts section covered later. The parameters can be passed on the endpoint URL of the 
API, either as a querystring or through a form post, depending on the Verb type the user chooses in the 
configuration section. 

Figure 4 presents a sample implementation for requesting product info for a specific id: 

 
function Domain.Product ProductInfo(int productId) 
{ 
    var product = Domain.Product.GetByKey(productId, false); 
    return product; 
} 

 
Figure 4 HTTP operation implementation 

Caching & Logging 

As far as the Logging is concerned, enabling or disabling Access Log has the same effect with the Form Controller 
Actions.  

On the other hand, enabling Caching, as the name suggests, caches the outcome of a request and serves it again 
on identical ones it may receive later. The default caching configuration is inherited from the application's 
configuration caching configuration. 

Enabling Cache Per User creates a separate cache for each different user that accesses the service. 

In order to enforce a different caching policy per service that differs from the default one that the Application 
uses, the Override mode can be enabled. The settings of this mode are similar to the Application Cache’s 
configuration, however, an additional option is offered: the Timespan of the cache. The Timespan values can be 
set by hand or by defining an Expiration Method that returns a timespan and expects both the API’s requested 
parameter and response value: 

 

 
function TimeSpan Expiration(int productId, Domain.Product response) 
    {     
         return CommonLib.Utilities.CreateTimeSpan(0, 1, 0); 
    } 
 

Figure 5 HTTP operation caching timespan example 

This option gives the user the ability to dynamically modify the Timespan, through accessing the requested 
objects and applying a different caching logic. 

Security 

The Security semantics allow the developer to manage which users are allowed to access the service. Security 
configuration is pretty straightforward and common among other components of an application. 

                                                             
4 http://docs.zappdev.com/MambaLanguage/About/  
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3.1.1.2 Data Contracts 

The Data Contracts define the response structure of the service, based on an existing Class / Business Object. 
The Data Contract for each Class is unique. This means that any attribute of the same type will use the same Data 
Contract configuration, irrelevant of its place, number of appearances, depth etc. in the data structure.  

 
Figure 6 Data Contracts configuration 

The first available class will be added automatically once the user defines the returned data type in the 
service's Implementation section described above. 

Attributes 

This Attributes section displays every attribute of the current Class with a primitive/simple data type (e.g. int, 
string, bool). Checking an attribute instructs the API to include it in the response and omit the unchecked ones. 

Relationships 

The Relationships section displays the attributes of the current Class with complex data types (e.g. Order, 
Category). The user can check those attributes that he/she wants to include in the API's response, but he/she 
must also make sure that the selected attribute's data type has also been defined and configured.  

3.1.2 External API Editor 

This feature of the SELIS platform, allows the user to integrate his/her application with external systems and data 
structures that are not defined as Business Objects. It supports several connectivity types with foreign sources 
such as RESTful APIs, SOAP APIs and External Libraries – Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs). Additionally, it can 
parse XML Schema Definition (XSD) files and generate the appropriate data structures and, last but not least, let 
the user create and use custom queries to the application database. 

The empty External API editor appears once the External Service Model name is defined. 

The editor has its configuration options segmented into three distinct categories: 

§ Interface: The Interface semantics let the user to define the type of the External Source and setup 
its details. 

§ Operations: The Operations semantics allow the users to setup and configure any functionality that 
is available under the endpoint they’re trying to integrate with their application. 

§ Structs: Here, the data structures that are used in the endpoint's response can be defined and used 
easily across the application code. 
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3.1.2.1 Interface 

In this section the type of the External API is defined and configured accordingly. The following five types are 
currently supported: REST APIs, SOAP APIs, Libraries (DLL), XSDs and Application Database. This section will 
first cover the different external type definitions and then proceed with the security configuration that can be 
applied in REST and SOAP API types. 

Below are the definitions for the supported types of interfaces: 

Table 3 Interface Types definition 

Type Description 

REST The only initial configuration required for REST APIs the Base URL of the 
endpoint. 

SOAP To setup a SOAP API, a WSDL schema is required. It can be provided either 
by URL or file. 

If, for some reason, the WSDL definition is not available via a URL, the user 
can upload it as a file (i.e. WSDL XML file, or Zip). A Zip file can be used when 
there are multiple WSDL that compose the SOAP API's definition. 

Library This type of External API allows the user to use functionalities from .NET 
compiled DLLs. The user can upload any number DLL files he/she wants to use 
in the application. If any DLL files are already uploaded the user can utilize 
the Add Existing link to add from the application resources. 

Once the DLL is uploaded the user must add the Namespace and Class to 
the API Class full path field. This configuration allows the application to access 
the public static methods of the class. 

XSD The XSD type is used when the user only needs to import external data 
structures to the application. Similar to the SOAP configuration the user can 
select: (a) To upload a single XSD file, or select from the resources a file that's 
already uploaded, or (b) To upload a ZIP file with multiple XSD files, or select 
from the resources a file that's already uploaded. 

Application Database This option does not have any configuration items since it will be accessing 
the application's database. The database configuration is already handled by 
SELIS. 

 

Security settings are available and can be set, if required, for REST and SOAP types. These types contact external 
endpoints that usually expect authorization before accessing them. The most commonly used authentication 
methods are supported: 

§ None: This is the default option where no authorization is required to access the endpoint. 
§ Basic: Requires a verified username and a password to include in the request headers. 
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§ oAuth: OAuth authorization implements the oAuth 2.0 version and enables a third-party owner to 
approve the authentication on behalf of the API the user wants to access. Two grant types are burrently 
available for configuration: (a) Using a username and password and (b) Using a Web Server. 

§ Certificate: Certificate authorization uses a client certificate (instead of username and password) to 
authenticate and authorize users. Certificate authorization is configured using a Certificate File 
and Password. 

3.1.2.2 Operations and Structs 

The Operations semantics are defined by the External API type the user chose in the Interface configuration 
items. 

REST 

Upon selecting to insert a new operation, the following layout appears: 

 
Figure 7 REST operations workspace 

On the left part of the screen the user can switch between the Operations. The user can also use the search panel 
to easily find the Operation they want. The right part of the screen contains 5 tabs for configuring 
the Operation according to the endpoint's specifications. 

Various functionalities and configuration items with regards to the REST APIs can be seen the table that follows:  

Table 4 Configuration parameters for REST Operations 

Type Description 

Configuration Tab Contains the most basic properties for the API endpoint: 

§ Name: This is the name of the current operation 
§ Return Datatype: This is the return datatype of the API response. The 

user can use any Class or Struct they have defined in the project. 
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§ Verb: The type of the HTTP request that this Operation is accepting. 
The user can choose between GET, PUT, POST and DELETE. 

§ Path: The endpoint path for the current Operation.  
§ Notes: Helpful notes for the developer(s) maintaining the service 

Parameters In this tab the user can define any parameters needed by the Operations. To 
add one or more Parameters (when and where needed), the user can provide: 
(a) DataType, (b) Type (i.e. QueryParameter for URIs such 
as http://myAPI.com/countries/name={parameter}), (c) Default Value, if none 
is passed, and (d) some Notes to let the Team understand what this parameter 
is for. 

HTTP Headers In case HTTP Headers are required by the API operation, they can be added in 
the Headers tab. To add a header, the user must provide: (a) the name and 
(b) the relevant value. 

Path Function By default, the Operation Endpoint URL is autogenerated based on 
the Path defined in the Configuration tab and on the Parameters that are 
defined as the UriPart or Query Parameter. However, there are cases where 
the user may want to have full control over the Endpoint Path. To do this, 
he/she can check the User Defined check box. A code editor will appear where 
the user may write a Mamba function5 (with a string return type), using the 
operation parameters as input arguments. This string will be used as the 
operation end point path. 

Caching & Logging The Cache option (either an internal or an external, if defined, such as a Redis6 
Server) will hold the users External API's responses, so that if a response is 
cached, it will be instantaneously retrieved from the Cache, thus eliminating 
the need to issue another API call. There are a few Options that can be defined 
per API Call Operation, namely: (a) whether or not the Cached Items should 
be held per user or in a more global manner, (b) whether or not the Cache 
should abide by the Default Cache Settings set in the Configuration of the 
Application, or to be more tailored to the API Operation they are set for. 

The Logging option enables the execution of the API Operation to be logged, 
keeping information such as: (a) Who executed the API Operation, (b) From 
which IP Address and (c) Which was the outcome of the execution. 

As soon as the user defines his/her REST API Endpoint and refreshes the Model, SELIS will execute the underlying 
operations, collect the structs (in terms of input parameters and/or result types) and populate the Struct Tab 
with the detected classes and their relationships. 

For example, the Countries API shown below will detect the following structs, starting with the Rootthat is the 
parent of all other structs: 

                                                             
5 http://docs.zappdev.com/ExternalAPIs/Operations/#path-function  
6 https://redis.io/  
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Figure 8 REST Structures 

Additionally, since (in this example) the Root (topmost) struct is related to other structs, such 
as currencies, languages, translations and regionalBlocs, its relationships will also be automatically populated, 
giving a result similar to the following: 
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Figure 9 REST Structures relationships 

Every Struct has the same set configuration items: 

§ Attribute Name: This is the name of the Attribute inside the Struct. The user can change it if they want 
(e.g. give it an alias) however the user MUST define its initial name in the Initial Name configuration. 

§ Type: This is the Data Type of the Attribute. 
§ Initial Name: In case the user changed the name of the Attribute (to an Alias, for example), here they 

must define the original name it had before the change. 

SOAP 

The Operations of a SOAP Service are automatically created with all their underlying settings, as soon as the user 
selects the SOAP Source. Contrary to the REST Services described earlier, a SOAP Service cannot be altered in 
terms of Operations and/or Parameters, since they are created following the instructions of the WSDL structure. 
The user can, however, define their Caching & Logging settings, just as described in Table 4. 

Various functionalities and configuration items with regards to the SOAP APIs can be seen in the Table that 
follows:  

Table 5 Configuration parameters for SOAP Operations 

Type Description 

Configuration § The Configuration covers the most basic properties of the API 
endpoint: Name: This is the name of the current operation 

§ Return Datatype: This is the return datatype of the API response. 
§ Notes: Helpful notes for the developer maintaining the service. 
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Parameters This section provides the parameters used by each of the SOAP Service 
Operations. The user can add and/or delete them. 

Caching & Logging The Caching and Logging options for the SOAP Services are same as the ones 
described during the REST API. 

As soon as the user defines the SOAP Endpoint and refreshes the Model, SELIS downloads the WSDL file, parses 
its definition, collects its structs (in terms of input parameters and/or result types) and populates the Struct Tab 
with the detected classes and their relationships. 

Library 

Library type APIs are the way to extend SELIS functionality using existing libraries. To define a Library API the user 
has to upload the related binary file(s) and set the API class full path. 

The operations and structures are similar to the previously mentioned types. 

XSD 

SELIS is able to handle data stored in xml documents via XSD APIs. The user may define an XSD type API by 
uploading a single XSD file or a zip containing multiple XSD files. 

The Operations of an XSD API are automatically created with all of their underlying settings, as soon as the user 
fills-in the Configuration tab and hits refresh. For each struct defined in the XSD, a Parse and a Serialize method 
is created. The Parse method can be used to parse the xml string content into the corresponding struct. The 
Serialize method can be used to serialize a struct into xml. 

The Structs Tab is auto populated with the classes and relationships defined in the XSD file(s). They cannot be 
altered except from defining Initial Names for special cases that have been mentioned before. 

Application Database 

Connections with application databases follow the same approach as already presented above with respect to 
other types of connections. 

In this case, however, the Query Tab will be introduced, where the user can define the select query that the 
operation will execute. The Query always return a resultset (i.e. SELECT). Other queries that do not return 
anything (e.g. DELETE) cannot not be provided. As soon as the user defines a SQL Query, SELIS will run it and 
populate its Parameters and Structs. 

In the parameters tab, if the SQL Query that ran contains parameters, they will be automatically defined and 
presented. The user can alter, add and remove them if they wish. 

With respect to structures, as soon as the user defines the SQL Query to be run on any Operation, SELIS will run 
it, detect its result and populate the Structs Tab following the resultset it got. 

 

3.2 Visual Analytics, UI and Dashboard Generation 
The Visual Analytics, User Interface and Dashboard Generation aims 

§ To design the user related presentation items 
§ Integrate available open source analytics graphics libraries for Analytics related graphs for User 

Dashboards 
§ Provide connectors to data and information as these are captured by the Knowledge Graphs and the Big 

Data information repositories 
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§ Provide support for user input and interaction to allow dynamic User Displays, and dashboard 
interactions 

§ Use Open Source libraries to create and support graphics (e.g. Python or R libraries). 

Any Web Application that contains a User Interface, has forms. All Forms in SELIS can be designed using the Form 
Editor. The Form Editor contains everything required to create a fully-functional, responsive and comprehensive 
form filled with: Components, Database Data, Calculated Data, Validations, Operations and Functionality, Events 
and Handlers, Graphics, Sub-forms (Modals, Partials, Forms within Forms), etc. 

A new Form Model is created based on the user’s intention and purpose. The user can choose a unique Name 
for the Form Model, as well as the relevant type.  

The Form Editor consists mainly of:  

§ The View Tab: This is the actual UI Editor for the Form, where the user can drop Components from the 
toolbox, set their positions, define their properties and more. 

§ The Controller Tab: In this tab the user can add and define the actual functionality of the Form, in terms 
of Controller Actions. 

§ The Logic Tab: The Logic Tab can be used to define the visible logic of the users’ form (i.e. define 
calculated/defined values, set using any logic required, that should be presented in the Form, add data 
Validations etc). 

§ The Property Grid containing: 
o The Model of the Form (i.e. values fetched for and presented in the Form). 
o The DataSets of the Form (i.e. database data presented in the Form). 
o The ToolBox containing all the visual components the user can use to create their own UI. 

§ The Event Listeners Tab: The tab that the user can use to define the behaviour of the Form, should a 
specific Event occur during its execution. 

§ The Localization Tab: Translatable terms of any alphanumeric information presented and/or used by the 
Form. 

 

3.2.1.1 View 

The View of any Form Model is where the visible management of the form actually occurs. It is the place where 
the visual components of a form are placed, styled, configured, setup, linked to Controller Actions and more.  

The View Tab consists of two basic areas:  

§ The View Editor: the container of anything that the end user will be able to see and act on. 

§ The Toolbox: the list of all available components that can be used and configured. 
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Figure 10 View workspace overview 

Toolbox 

This section will describe the available components that can be used in any Form Model. 

Table 6 Components of the Form view 

Type Description Mockup 

Container These components contain “containers” for other 
components. For example, a Layout is nothing but a 
responsive div. A Modal is a floating window that may 
contain components of even whole pages. 

 

Input The Input section contains all those components that can 
be used to alter the Data of a form (i.e. Textboxes, 
TextAreas, Date and Time Pickers etc.). 

 

Form Contains form components such as Labels, Buttons, 
Images, Icons and more. 
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Data The Data section contains those components that can 
hold and present data that are much more complex than 
a simple string or date. For example, the user will find 
controls that can be used to display collections of data 
(e.g. Data Table), present statistical information (e.g. 
Chart), allow the user to find a needle in a haystack of 
data (e.g. Picklist) and more.  

Other Anything that does not hold Data but is really helpful to 
allow the user to reach a tailor-made View is stored in 
the Other tab. Whenever the user needs to style their 
View with some lines or spaces or need more powerful 
containers that can centralize their Views or extend SELIS 
capabilities to the maximum, the user can select and use 
some of these components. 

 

Templates The Templates are pre-defined forms that that the user 
can just drag, drop, bind to their Data and then use 
without the need to design anything from scratch. 

 
 

Form Types 

There are three different types of Form Models that the user can create: 

Table 7 Form types 

Type Description 

Master A Master Page can help the user create a consistent look and feel for their pages (either 
all or a group of them). It can be considered as a Template for their NormalPages. 

Normal A Normal Page is the Page displaying the actual content. It can use the Controller Actions 
and Model Properties or its Master Page, while providing data, operations and controls 
to the User regarding more specific tasks. 

Partial A Partial Page is simply a container of Form Operations (components, actions, logic, 
datasets) that can be embedded in any other type of Page. It can be thought as a 
"centralized", reusable container providing all the functionality a Normal Page can 
provide, but working only inside other Normal or Master Pages. 

JavaScript 

Even though SELIS gives almost endless functionalities and options to take any Form Model to the next level, it 
also provides means to extend the embedded functionality of a Form with external or custom-made JavaScripts 
(JS). The user is able to assign one or more JavaScript files to a Form Model via two options: either (a) by creating 
a JS file for the form he/she is editing or (b) by reusing existing JS scripts uploaded as Resources. 
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3.2.1.2 Model 

The Model is the representation of the Form's Data, that will be sent (where and when required) to the Back-
End (Controller). It can contain Domain-Specific Information (Database Data) as well as any other entity that will 
help the user create a comprehensive and powerful View.  

The Model can be filled with values at any point of the Form's lifecycle in any of the following ways:  

§ From a Controller Action or a Logic Item, using Mamba 
§ By user's Action (e.g. when a User is changing the value of a Textbox or adds some more records in a 

Table) 
§ From a Controller in a Normal type of Page when it changes the Model of its Master Page 
§ By filling it with Database Values, etc. 

3.2.1.3 Controller 

The Controller of the Form is a class containing methods called Actions. It is used to handle incoming requests, 
retrieve data, send requests to the Back-End of the Application, return their responses etc. In simpler words, the 
Controller is the one responsible for the Business Logic of the Application, managing everything that the Form can 
do. 

 
Figure 11 Controller workspace 

Features 

Each controller action has a set of Properties that further define its operation and context. Placed under 
the Features tab of any controller, these Properties can be described as follows: 
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Table 8 Controller features explained 

Type Description 

Is Entry Point This feature defines a Controller Action as an Entry Point (i.e. a GET type of Action) or a 
non-Entry Point (i.e. a POST) action. Basically, an Action defined as Entry Point is any 
action that can be ran via a plain URL. Non-entry point actions have to be called 
explicitly (e.g. via AJAX, Swagger or directly from a console using JavaScript). 

Execute only if 
Form is valid 

Available only for non-Entry Point Actions (POST) this feature defines whether the 
Controller Actions will be executed or not. If checked, the Controller Action will be 
executed when and only when all Validation Rules pass successfully. 

Reset Dirty State Available only for non-Entry Point Actions (POST) this feature defines whether the 
Controller Actions will reset the Form's dirty state. 

Stateless If checked, then the Model of the Form is not sent back to the Application Server (Back-
End). Otherwise, the Controller Action will post the whole Model to the Server, along 
with any other parameters that it might have. 

Enable Access Log If enabled, the Controller Actions' execution is stored as Auditing Information in the 
Application Database. 

Available To All 
Anonymous 

If checked, this option allows any anonymous (not signed in) user access the Controller 
Action. 

Available To All 
Authenticated 

If checked, this option allows only authenticated (signed in) user access this Controller 
Action. 

3.2.1.4 Logic 

The users can add logic (or Evaluation Events) to their application by creating Conditional Formattings, Data 
Validations or Calculated Expressions. 

Conditional Formattings are used to perform actions regarding the view of a form. They can hide/show elements, 
change their style, disable them etc. 

Data Validations are used to validate a specific condition inform the user accordingly. 

Calculated Expressions help to calculate something on the background and display it on the form. 

Such logic Evaluation Events can be run during different stages of a Forms execution, namely: (a) Load: the rule 
will be executed when Form loads, (b) Submit: the rule will be executed when the user saves the Model, or (c) 
Change: the rule will be executed each time the user makes a change in the form. 

 

3.2.1.5 Validation 

The Toolset validates forms via Required Fields and Data Validations. This is strongly associated with creating 
Data Validations and Conditional Formatting using Form Logic. 

Before a Controller Action that requires a valid form is executed, all Data Validations and required fields are 
evaluated. By default, possible validation failures and empty required field errors will be displayed in a Validation 
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Panel located at the bottom of the Form. Clicking a message inside this panel, will set focus to the related form 
control, if any.  

When all required fields are completed and no data validations fail, the Validation Panel is hidden, and the user 
can execute Controller Actions that require the form to be valid. 

3.3 Workflow and SC Services Composition Engine 
The workflow composition engine assists in the creation, test and deployment of business processes and 
workflows across organisations in an efficient manner. Components and services developed within SELIS are 
easily pluggable and can be used to support extended functionalities. 

The Workflow Model consists of two sets of semantics: Configuration and Steps 

3.3.1 Configuration 

The “Configuration” property set is used to define the basic characteristics of a workflow such as its inputs (in 
terms of variables) and the way its execution is handled by the application. 

3.3.1.1 Inputs 

A workflow may require one or more input parameters. During the workflow execution, parameters are 
accessible to all workflow steps which can freely get or set their values. Users can set the number of parameters 
and configure their properties, as listed in the table below: 

 

Table 9 Workflow parameters explained 

Property Description 

Data Type The data type of the input (string, int, float, etc.) 

Name The input’s name. Itmust be a valid identifier without any white space or special 
characters 

Persisted A persisted input’s value is stored in case the workflow’s execution is paused in order to 
be restored when execution continues. 

 

3.3.1.2 Scheduling 

Although a workflow may be manually executed by user code (programmatically), the Workflow Model allows 
for the definition of a precise execution schedule. By enabling scheduling and using the built-in cron expression7 
editor, users can set a workflow to run every day, every other day, every specific time interval (e.g. 2 hours), 
every minute etc.  

3.3.2 Steps  

The actual workflow execution logic can be easily modelled: the entirety of the workflow sequence is visualized 
to the user, while (depending on the type of each step); users can write specific code to be run, as well as define 
properties such as names and authentication rules. The sections that follow describe the various available types 
of steps. 

                                                             
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cron#CRON_expression 
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3.3.2.1 Normal Step 

The most common step type is the “normal step”. It consists of two code blocks: Logic and Condition. Code under 
“Logic” will be executed only if the function defined under “Condition” is evaluated to true. 

 

 
Figure 12 Creating a “Normal” Workflow Step 

3.3.2.2 Run Workflow Step 

This type of step is used to trigger the execution of another workflow. Users must select the workflow to be 
executed and provide values for its inputs, if any. 

 
Figure 13 Configuring a “Run Workflow” Step 

 

3.3.2.3 Foreach Step 

In order to iterate over a collection of values, a “foreach step” is used. It requires the definition of a collection, 
and an iterator item name. Additionally, users may add child steps -of any type- under the parent “foreach” step 
that will be executed on every iteration. 
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Figure 14 “Foreach” Step 

 

3.3.2.4 While Step 

A “while step” allows for the repeated execution of logic while a condition is true. Just like the “foreach step”, 
child steps may be added under the parent “while step”, that will repeatedly be executed. Before each loop 
(including the first one), the condition function (defined under the “Condition” code block) is evaluated and, if it 
returns true, the child steps sequence is executed.  

 

 
Figure 15 "While" Step 

 

3.3.2.5 Do Until Step 

A “do until step” allows for the repeated execution of logic until a condition is true. Just like the “foreach step” 
and the “while step”, child steps may be added under the parent “do until step”, that will repeatedly be executed. 
After each loop, the condition function (defined under the “Condition” code block) is evaluated and, if it returns 
false, another loop will take place. If condition evaluates to true, the workflow continues to the next step. A 
significant difference between the “while” and “do until” steps is that the child steps of a “while step” will be 
executed at least once before the condition is evaluated. 
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Figure 16 "Do Until" Step 

3.3.2.6 If … else Step 

 

The “if .. else step” is used to change the execution flow based on condition(s). It includes a mandatory “if” block 
where the main condition is defined. It may also include an “else if” that defines another condition and/or an 
“else” block. Child steps can be assigned to all “if”, “else if” and “else” blocks, that will be executed respectively. 

 
Figure 17 "If … else" Step 

 

3.3.3 Pending Jobs  

“Pending job” is the term used throughout the SELIS toolset to describe a process (workflow) whose execution 
has been paused, waiting for human interaction in order to continue. When a workflow is paused and marked as 
a Pending Job, its current step and all its inputs are persisted to the database with their current values, in order 
to be retrieved and restored the workflow’s exact state. Only “normal steps” can be used to create a pending job 
when workflow sequence reaches them. This can be done by enabling the “Creates Pending Job” property. 
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4 Base Platform Extensions and Customization 
This section will focus on the extensions, additions and inclusions made for (and with) zAppDev® targeting 
towards the creation of a final set of tools and services of accelerated application development, integration and 
deployment of SELIS DSS applications. 

 

4.1 Programming Language Extensions 
zAppDev® already provided a Model that allows the developer to integrate their application with external 
systems and data structures. It supported several connectivity types with sources such as RESTful APIs, SOAP 
APIs, External Libraries, as well as application databases. What it lacked, though, was a Socket Client, needed for 
the Pub/Sub Interface used in the communication between an Application and the SCN, since the SCN’s pub/sub 
accepts messages through a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) socket interface.  

To resolve this gap, zAppDev®’s Language was enriched with a new “SocketClient” class that exposes useful 
properties and methods such as:  

 

Table 10 Socket Client's Methods and Properties 

Signature Type Description 

bool IsConnected 

 

Property Indicates whether the SocketClient is 
connected to the remote host or not. 

void CloseConnection 

(string name) 

 

Static Method Closes the named socket connection and 
releases all its associated recourses. 

SocketClient CreateConnection 

(string name, string ip, int port) 

Static Method Establishes a new named connection to a 
remote host, specified by an IP address 
and a port number 

SocketClient GetConnection 

(string name) 

Static Method Retrieves an established SocketClient by 
name 

void Send 

(string data) 

Instance Method Sends data to a connected SocketClient in 
the form of a string 

void Send 

(Array[byte] data) 

 

Instance Method Sends data to a connected SocketClient in 
the form of an array of Bytes 

void StartReceiving 

(Func[Array[byte], bool] onReceive) 

 

Instance Method Begins to receive data from a connected 
SocketClient, asynchronously. When all 
data are received, the onReceive method 
is invoked on the received array of bytes. 
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void StartReceiving(Func[Array[byte], 
bool] onReceive , Array[byte] msgDelimeter) 

 

Instance Method Begins to receive data from a connected 
SocketClient, asynchronously. When all 
data are received, the onReceive method 
is invoked on the received array of bytes, 
delimited by a Array[byte] msgDelimiter. 

void StartReceiving(Func[Array[byte], 
bool] onReceive , string msgDelimeter) 

 

Instance Method Begins to receive data from a connected 
SocketClient, asynchronously. When all 
data are received, the onReceive method 
is invoked on the received array of bytes, 
delimited by a string  msgDelimiter. 

4.2 UI Extensions 
As the work in the Living Labs progressed, requirements started to come in for more rich User Interfaces, 
especially as related to charts and dashboards. To facilitate the generation of comprehensive and detailed charts 
and dashboards, zAppDev®’s Form Model was enriched with much more enhanced Chart components: 

§ The actual Chart Component was enriched with semantics allowing the user to customize all of a chart’s 
areas: data, colours, fonts, widths, effects, tooltips and so on and so forth 

§ Two more Chart Types where created: Scatter chart and Bubble chart 

4.3 SELIS DSS Application Template 
Deliverable D5.28  brought to completion a set of Models such as Business Objects, Forms, External APIs with 
their accompanying Business Logic and functionality. In this deliverable these Models have been transformed 
into a zAppDev® Module: a basic Application containing all Models that can be downloaded from the cloud, 
updated when a new version exists and used as the basis for a brand new SELIS Application.  

With such a Module an end-developer can easily create a new Application that will be pre-configured and set 
with numerous: 

§ Forms containing all the Logic, UI components and functionality required to get a head-start  
§ Business Objects and Helper Classes, having all the required associations and operations in place  
§ APIs connected to the Knowledge Graph and the Big Data Analytics Layer for both Data and Management 

Interfaces  

Having such an “application-stub” in place the developer can then go on to further customize and extend it, to 
create his/her own SELIS Application with minimum additional effort. 

 

4.4 SELIS Implementation Strategy 
The SELIS architecture, as described in D4.19, required for the DSS Applications to be ran in Docker10 containers.  

A new model transformation11 mechanism was created named “SELIS Implementation Strategy” that converts 
Model semantics into .NET Core MVC applications able to run on Windows, Linux and macOS operating systems. 
The following sections are focusing on this new Implementation Strategy presenting its architecture and 
generated artefacts. 

                                                             
8 SELIS D5.2 SELIS Logistics DSS Specification (final version) 
9 SELIS D4.1 Open SELIS Platform Architecture Design 
10 https://www.docker.com/  
11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_transformation  
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4.4.1 Implementation Strategies 

An Implementation Strategy is the complete and orchestrated mechanism that transforms the Models of an 
application to software artefacts. In more detail, it: 

§ Collects all the Models available in an application (e.g. Form Models, Business Objects Models, External 
API Models etc.) 

§ Parses the Language Code written by the developer as part of the Business Logic of the application (e.g. 
Business Object Operations, Form Models Actions, Encryption Strategies and more) 

§ Decides on the generated solution based on the comprehensive collection of settings comprising the 
chosen Implementation Strategy in terms of: Programming Languages, Frameworks, Clients, 
Technologies, Middleware and more 

§ Transforms the collected Models and Language Code into Platform Native Code using sub-transformers 
and code templates producing a final generated solution, based on the defined settings and the outcome 
of the aforementioned decision. 

 

The requirement of the SELIS Toolset to be able to generate applications running in Docker containers led to the 
design and development of a new Implementation Strategy capable of building sets of technologies and 
frameworks that are compatible with the SELIS architectural guidelines.  

The development environment in which the SELIS Toolset is based on, provides an application framework to 
facilitate the development of interoperable solutions. The SELIS Implementation Strategy incorporates: 

§ Best Practices & Patterns, 

§ The selected architectural decisions that have been made and 

§ The selected technologies 

 

4.4.2 Architecture 

 

The SELIS Implementation Strategy generates a complete web application based on a feature-rich and layered 
architecture. There are four main layers that comprise the Application, namely, (a) the Business, (b) the Data, (c) 
the Service and (d) the Presentation Layer. The Service Layer exposes interfaces to the core of the Application 
which consists of the Business Entities, the Business Logic and the Workflows, while the Data Layer includes 
interfaces to data persistence or data retrieval objects. 

The architecture of the produced applications combines different technologies, frameworks, design patterns and 
code practices that wrap up in a multi-layered .NET Core MVC web application. The application’s architecture is 
divided in layers starting from the data layer and ending with the presentation layer. 

The following sections describe each of the layers in the “SELIS Implementation Strategy” architecture, designed 
and developed to support the generation of .NET Core containerized12 applications. 

 

4.4.2.1 Data Layer 

This layer includes the Database, the Data Access Layer (DAL) and every helper mechanism that reads and stores 
data. The Database is a SQL type stored in a MS SQL Server. The ORM used to handle the transactions is 

                                                             
12 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OS-level_virtualisation  
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NHibernate13. Along with NHibernate several design patterns such as the Repository and the Unit of Work are 
implemented. 

 

4.4.2.2 Business Layer 

From the definition of the business models and workflows in the Toolset the following software artefacts are 
generated: 

§ A set of C# POCO classes to represent the business entities 

§ A module with functions that implement business logic functionalities and workflows 

§ Cross-cutting modules to extend the application’s capabilities 

The cross-cutting module collection consists of authentication and authorization modules that integrate the 
Identity Framework for handling effectively access and permissions on a business level, auditing modules for 
logging operations and actions, encryption modules that transparently implement AES (Advanced Encryption 
Standard) encryption, Anti-XSS filters to avoid such attacks and lastly a framework with a rich set of 
functionalities. 

 

4.4.2.3 Services Layer 

This layer includes every implementation that allows the generated Web Application to integrate with external 
systems. This is achieved through services that are defined in the Toolset as Exposed or External APIs and can be 
built using RESTful or SOAP clients and/or servers to facilitate the communication among the DSS Applications, 
the Knowledge Graph API as well as both the Data and the Management Interfaces of the Big Data Analytics 
Layer. 

 

4.4.2.4 Presentation Layer 

The Presentation Layer contains all the components required for a web user interface. The generated Web 
Application bundles different frameworks and technologies together, under the SELIS Implementation Strategy, 
and serves a rich and responsive User Interface to the end-user. This layer includes controls for user input and 
display, as well as controls that organize user interaction.  

 

4.4.3 Deployment 

 

The SELIS Implementation Strategy generates software artefacts that comprise a 2-tier web-application that can 
be deployed in two (2) Docker Containers, as:  

§ A Database Server, hosting the database of the application 
§ A Web Server, running the generated web application, processing incoming network requests and 

delivering web pages to the clients’ browsers 

 
4.4.3.1 Database Server 

 

                                                             
13 https://nhibernate.info/  
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The Database server hosts the MS SQL database that stores data required by the application. It directly 
communicates with the Web Server, for serving, inserting, updating and deleting records. Generated 
Applications support any Microsoft SQL Server, from 2008 and on, running either on Windows or Linux based 
Operating Systems.  

 

4.4.3.2 Web Server 

The Web Server is responsible for executing business logic, authenticating and authorizing user actions and 
interacting with external systems. It accesses the database hosted in the Database server, using the nHibernate 
ORM, and it serves requests originated from the end-user’s client. Requests are served over the HTTP protocol, 
although HTTPS is supported as well.  

The Web Server can be deployed into a Docker image and served via an NGINX14 server. In case of Windows 
based Operating Systems, it can be deployed and served through an MS IIS Server. Other frameworks and tools 
used in the SELIS Implementation Strategy include the Identity Framework and the nHibernate ORM. 

This Server is a standalone Web Application, implemented using the ASP.NET MVC Framework, in C# language, 
and is responsible for the serving of the Graphical User Interface to the end users, containing definitions for all 
the UI elements (forms, lists, dashboards etc.) as well as the logic and functionality required for their execution 
and proper display. 

The SELIS Implementation Strategy generates the Web Application software artefact using the latest 
technologies and patterns including, but not limited to: C#15, HTML516, MS Typescript17, Less18, AngularJS19, 
Bootstrap20 and ASP.NET Razor21. 

 

                                                             
14 https://www.nginx.com/  
15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_Sharp_(programming_language)  
16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML5  
17 https://www.typescriptlang.org/  
18 http://lesscss.org/  
19 https://angularjs.org/  
20 https://getbootstrap.com/  
21 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASP.NET_Razor  
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5 SELIS Toolset – User Guide  
5.1 Introduction 
This Short User Guide will show how to easily create an Application using a pre-configured SELIS DSS Template. 
All the user has to do is to create a Templated Application, already set with everything he/she might need to 
get a head start (in terms of Business Objects, Operations, Logic, Integrations with external systems and so on) 
and continue from there. 

The following sections will present how to: 

§ Create a New SELIS DSS Application 
§ Configure its Theme 
§ Set up its Default Pages 

 

5.2 Creating a New Application 
1. Click on Create to create a new Application. A modal Dialog will appear 
2. Select the SELIS DSS Application as the Template 
3. Type any name you prefer to be the Name of your Application (example: “DemonstratorApp”) 
4. Enter the Domain Name you wish (example: “Air Transportation”) 
5. Add a relevant Description 
6. Select SELIS as your Implementation Strategy 
7. Click OK 

 
Figure 18 Creating a new SELIS DSS Application 

 

5.3 Configuration 
To locate the Configuration: 

1. Take a look at the Models Tree (it is the first, scrollable panel just next to the main, left, vertical menu) 
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2. You will see that the first item is the Configuration. Expand it, if needed 
3. Click on the app option 

5.3.1 Theme 

To apply a globally default Theme, follow the steps described below:  

1. In the Configuration Editor, find the very first group of options: Application 
2. Click on the General tab to open it 
3. Find the DEFAULT THEME drop down 
4. Select the LightTheme (or any other theme you wish to apply as your default) 
5. Save the change, by clicking on the floppy disk icon, located at the horizontal menu (ribbon) on the 

Configuration Editor 

 
Figure 19 Choosing the Default Theme 

5.3.2 Default Pages 

1. Open the Default Pages Panel (just under the General you opened previously) 
2. Take a look at the table that appears 
3. Go to the DefaultPage Option. If the Default Page is not the HomePage, we do not want that. So.. 
4. Change the DefaultPage’s Form to HomePage 
5. Change the DefaultPage’s Controller Action to Render 
6. Save your changes 

 

Now, every time the user navigates to the Default Page of your Application, he/she will be navigated to the Home 
Page. 
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Figure 20 Configuring the Default Pages of the Application 

5.4 Next Steps 
After creating the new SELIS DSS Application, you will see that almost everything you might need to get a jump 
start is there. Just browse through the Models in the Models Tree: apart from some default Models such as 
Default Pages, Themes, Security Management Forms etc. you will see numerous SELIS-specific Models such as:  

§ Business Objects - designed, defined and finalized with associations and Business Logic 
§ Forms presenting various statistical Data 
§ Fully configured External APIs to be used with the Knowledge Graph API as well as the Big Data Analytics 

Layer for both Data and Management Interfaces  

With these at hand, you can continue developing the SELIS DSS Application as per your unique business 
requirements and conditions. For further details regarding the SELIS DSS Application Template feel free to revisit 
the D5.2 deliverable. In addition, a much more extensive tutorial can be found in the “Creating a Music Store 
Application” 22 Walkthrough, available as part of the complete Documentation. 

 

                                                             
22 http://docs.zAppDev.com/Walkthroughs/MusicStore/ 
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6 Conclusions 
The domain of supply chain IT introduces several challenges with regards to the development of applications and 
services for supply chain integration and management. While Deliverable D5.5 presented and analysed the basic 
features of the SELIS Toolset that address these challenges, from the abstract levels of the development 
methodology (following an MDE approach) to the introduction of the toolset, the deliverable at hand (D5.6) 
presented the final phase of Task T5.3 that targeted towards the creation of a toolset delivered as an online 
service allowing “intelligent” applications to be developed collaboratively and deployed on the cloud.  

Continuing the work of D5.5 that released a Domain Model Constructor and a Data Mapper/Transformer, this 
deliverable, being a refined version of its predecessor, portrayed the final release of the tools and services for 
accelerated application development, integration and deployment within SELIS, involving, in brief, (a) an API 
constructor, (b) a UI constructor with Dashboard mash-ups preconfigured components as well as enabled Data 
connectors and Dynamic User displays, (c) Workflows based services composition tools and engine and (d) a 
Short User Manual. 

As might be expected, the design, implementation and release of such a powerful and complex toolset proved 
to be quite a challenging task. To create the envisioned MDE SELIS Toolset from scratch as a mere subpart of this 
project was considered too ambitious. Thus, after careful consideration, the best approach was to use an out-of-
the-box solution: an online platform, ready and configured following the MDE concept, covering as much ground 
as possible with regards to “ready-to-go” tools, services and capabilities, whilst being highly extensible and 
configurable allowing any developer to design tailor made solutions when the unique SELIS’ demands could not 
be directly met.  

The SELIS Toolset was built on top of a mature extensible low-code platform (zAppDev®) which was customized 
to adhere to the SELIS specifications by:  

§ Extending the base platform’s programming language with additional classes and operations 
§ Adding new UI components and corresponding semantics 
§ Creating the SELIS DSS Application Template to fast track the development of new DSS Applications 
§ Developing a new SELIS-specific Implementation Strategy (model transformation mechanism) that 

generates applications compatible with the SELIS architecture 

 

The aforementioned extension and development tasks along with the “out-of-the-box” tools of the base platform 
(model storage, model designers and model transformation mechanisms) formed the final version of the SELIS 
Toolset, assisting the developers of SELIS to implement their solutions effortlessly and within the required 
timeframes.  

The SELIS consortium has decided to release the SCN software as open source. The results of T5.1 and T5.2 (i.e. 
DSS Applications [Models and Code], Application Template, Node Management Application [Models and Code]) 
are likewise released as open source. The SELIS DSS Application Template, along with the new SELIS 
Implementation Strategy, are available through the free subscription plan of zAppDev®, so that any user may 
utilize these open source offerings to either extend or create new SELIS applications, thus facilitating the 
adoption of the SELIS technologies after the end of this project. 


